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It is particularly appropriate that the AAG's Centennial Celebration should prompt the
publication of a volume devoted to Geography and Technology. New technologies have always
been important in advancing geographic understanding, but never have they been so
thoroughly and rapidly transformative of the discipline as at this stage in geography's
evolution. Just as new technologies have profoundly expanded both research possibilities
and the knowledge base of other disciplines, such as biology, physics or medicine, so too
are the revolutionary new geographic technologies developed during the past few decades
extending frontiers in geographic research, education and applications. They are also
creating new and resurgent roles for geography in both society and in the university.
This trend is still accelerating, as the integration of geographic technologies, such as
the global positioning system and geographic information systems (GPS/GIS), is creating
an explosion of new "real-time, real-world" applications and research capabilities. The
resultant dynamic space/time interactive research and management environments created by
interactive GPS/GIS, among other technologies, places geography squarely at the forefront
of advanced multidisciplinary research and modeling programs, and has created core
organization management tools (geographic management systems) which will dramatically
change the way governments and businesses work in the decades ahead. While these and
other important geographic technologies, including remote sensing, location-based
services, and many others addressed in this book, are forging new opportunities for
geography and geographers, they also pose challenges.
More than ever before business success depends on standing out from the crowd and
delivering authentic experiences that turn your customers into advocates for your
business. BOLD tells the stories of 14 companies that prove that brand building is now
about completely rethinking the customer experience and redefining the relationship you
have with your customers. Each inspiring story is told by the executives involved who
were brave enough to pursue audacious goals, challenge industry norms and win. Winner of
the E-book category of the CMI Management Book of the Year Awards (2011/12), BOLD puts
the spotlight on Virgin Galactic, Innocent, O2, Air Asia X, Chilli Beans, Six Senses
Resorts and Spas, Burberry, BBH, The Geek Squad, TNT Express, JCB, WWF, Umpqua Bank and
Zappos.com. These inspiring case studies demonstrate that putting purpose before profit,
going way beyond what customers expect and relentlessly differentiating themselves from
everyone else - in other words, being bold in thought, bold in execution and bold in
measuring their success in new ways - pays off.
Life in the Skies is a unique compendium of tips, advice, anecdotes and tales from the
storied career of life-long pilot, Captain Lim Khoy Hing. Captain Lim provides insights
into every aspect of air travel – informing passengers of all the hidden mysteries of
airplane safety and regulations, enlightening those who wonder how someone trains and
becomes an international airline pilot, and entertaining readers throughout with
anecdotes, tales and jokes from his own personal experiences in the air. Complemented
with more than 40 full-colour personal illustrations of the Captain, Life in the Skies
will be a valuable and useful guide for air travellers and budding-pilots alike!
Digital transformation is inevitable, for organisations who seek to remain relevant in
the future. The objective of any digital transformation is to innovatively apply the
technology stack to reinvent the organisation and the way in which it will engage with
the customer to deliver value to them. Given that each organisation has a unique DNA with
distinctive aspirations, the digital journey need to be individually crafted with clear
purpose, technology choices, and implementation specifics. Leaders will be called upon to
take well-informed and deliberative decisions that have enormous implications and could
very well define the future of the organisation. This book provides the necessary
framework to assist leaders define their transformation agenda and execution specifics.
Authors present an integrated approach, covering technological, strategic and
organisational perspectives, while pointing out the decisions that need to be considered
at various milestones during the digital transformation journey. This is an essential
handbook for the industry leaders and transformation professionals as they embark on the
digital transformation journey.
How a Young Airline Made it Possible for Everyone to Fly and Became a Runaway Success
Practically Overnight
MGMT3
Holy Bible
AIR ASIA
Cosmic Cradle, Revised Edition
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Contemporary Strategy Analysis
This revision of Bloom's taxonomy is designed to help teachers understand and implement standards-based
curriculums. Cognitive psychologists, curriculum specialists, teacher educators, and researchers have
developed a two-dimensional framework, focusing on knowledge and cognitive processes. In combination,
these two define what students are expected to learn in school. It explores curriculums from three
unique perspectives-cognitive psychologists (learning emphasis), curriculum specialists and teacher
educators (C & I emphasis), and measurement and assessment experts (assessment emphasis). This revisited
framework allows you to connect learning in all areas of curriculum. Educators, or others interested in
educational psychology or educational methods for grades K-12.
Captain Lim Khoy Hing is an ex-airline pilot who is passionate about flying, having worked all his life
high above the clouds since leaving college. During his career, he was fortunate enough to fly the
latest fly-by-wire planes such as the Boeing 777 and the Airbus A320, A330 and A340. He logged a total
of 25,500 flying hours, or about 20 trips to the moon and back! Capt. Lim finished his flying career
with AirAsia X, retiring from flying in 2011. He is currently a Flight Simulator Instructor with AirAsia
X, and columnist for the carrier’s in-flight magazine, Travel 3Sixty. His first book, Life in the Skies,
was published in 2013 and is a regional bestseller.
Not many of us can claim to have pounded the streets of Kuala Lumpur as part of a 21km run, fallen off
Mount Murud, Sarawak’s tallest mountain (and survived!), or sailed down the Linggi River in Negeri
Sembilan in search of crocodiles. But Sharon Cheah can! And that’s only scratching the surface of her
whirlwind tour of Malaysia. This was a journey that spanned five years as Cheah, a Malaysian journalist,
set the goal of visiting every state in East and West Malaysia, to really get to know her homeland.The
result? A fascinating series of travel essays spanning history, culture, religion, environment, food,
and myth and archaeology. From a homestay in Kelantan to visiting one of the top three rainforest
research centres in the world (in Sabah), come discover Malaysia as you’ve never seen it before.Malaysia
Bagus!
Joni skips tuitionwith her big brother Julian to attend her favourite pop idol's autograph session with
Mia. This makes Julian furious, and he forbids Joni from chasing her idols. However, Mia and Emilia say
that being a fan is not necessarily bad, as it can encourage people to strive harder in their studies.
Also, despite being discouraged by Mia and Emilia, their class mate Janie dresses like Joni, and even
copies her every move! This all makes the Candy JEN members very uncomfortable... How will they clean up
this mess?
Borneo
Geography and Technology
My Story
Transfluence
A Taxonomy for Learning, Teaching, and Assessing
A Brilliant Young Man Who Left Newark for the Ivy League

Drawing upon hundreds of mainly secondary sources, this book answers three questions: how did air transportation develop in the century after
the Wright Brothers, what does it mean to live in an airborne world, and what is the future of aviation in this century?
NEW YORK TIMES BUSINESS BEST SELLER • A suspenseful behind-the-scenes look at the dysfunction that contributed to one of the
worst tragedies in modern aviation: the 2018 and 2019 crashes of the Boeing 737 MAX. An "authoritative, gripping and finely detailed
narrative that charts the decline of one of the great American companies" (New York Times Book Review), from the award-winning reporter
for Bloomberg. Boeing is a century-old titan of industry. It played a major role in the early days of commercial flight, World War II bombing
missions, and moon landings. The planemaker remains a cornerstone of the U.S. economy, as well as a linchpin in the awesome routine of
modern air travel. But in 2018 and 2019, two crashes of the Boeing 737 MAX 8 killed 346 people. The crashes exposed a shocking pattern of
malfeasance, leading to the biggest crisis in the company’s history—and one of the costliest corporate scandals ever. How did things go so
horribly wrong at Boeing? Flying Blind is the definitive exposé of the disasters that transfixed the world. Drawing from exclusive interviews
with current and former employees of Boeing and the FAA; industry executives and analysts; and family members of the victims, it reveals how
a broken corporate culture paved the way for catastrophe. It shows how in the race to beat the competition and reward top executives, Boeing
skimped on testing, pressured employees to meet unrealistic deadlines, and convinced regulators to put planes into service without properly
equipping them or their pilots for flight. It examines how the company, once a treasured American innovator, became obsessed with the bottom
line, putting shareholders over customers, employees, and communities. By Bloomberg investigative journalist Peter Robison, who covered
Boeing as a beat reporter during the company’s fateful merger with McDonnell Douglas in the late ‘90s, this is the story of a business gone
wildly off course. At once riveting and disturbing, it shows how an iconic company fell prey to a win-at-all-costs mentality, threatening an
industry and endangering countless lives.
Despite the fact that experts acknowledge the importance of the emerging markets, there is a dearth of real case studies specially focussed on
marketing issues. This case study book addresses that need. It is also important and timely in providing a framework for instructors and
researchers (both academic and industry) to understand the dynamics occurring in emerging markets. This book is composed of long and short
real cases with varying complexity in different sectors including airlines, hotel, fashion, etc. These will cover issues which are unique to the
emerging markets (including the BRIC countries) to understand the dynamics occurring in these countries. With its case studies, collection of
questions, and real-life marketing examples, this book offers unique benefits to marketing students and educators across the world. A must-have
for every marketing course module.
Traces a young man's effort to escape the dangers of the streets and his own nature after graduating from Yale, describing his youth in violent
1980s Newark, efforts to navigate two fiercely insular worlds and life-ending drug deals. 75,000 first printing.
A Revision of Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational Objectives
The Economic Geography of Air Transportation
Strategic Management
Economic analysis of airline performance and public policy
Mydin
Iron Bird Monika
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Performance management is key to the ongoing success of any organisation, allowing it to meet
its strategic objectives by designing and implementing management control systems. This book
goes beyond the usual discussion of performance management in accounting and finance, to
consider strategic management, human behaviour and performance management in different countries
and contexts. With a global mix of world-renowned researchers, this book systematically covers
the what, the who, the where and the why of performance management and control (PMC) systems. A
comprehensive, state-of-the-art collection edited by a leading expert in the field, this book is
a vital resource for all scholars, students and researchers with an interest in business,
management and accounting.
This casebook provides students and academics in business management and marketing with a
collection of case studies on services marketing and service operations in emerging economies.
It explores current issues and practices in Asia, across different areas, countries, commercial
and non-commercial sectors. This book is important and timely in providing a framework for
instructors, researchers, and students to understand the service dynamics occurring in these
countries. It serves as an invaluable resource for marketing and business management students
requiring insights into the operationalization of services across different geographical areas
in Asia. Students will find it interesting to compare and contrast different markets covering
important aspects related to services.
The AirAsia StoryHow a Young Airline Made it Possible for Everyone to Fly and Became a Runaway
Success Practically OvernightThe AirAsia StoryHow a Young Airline Made it Possible for Everyone
to Fly and Became a Runaway SuccessThe Internet of Things, revised and updated editionMIT Press
Today's dynamic and uncertain environment has contributed to the changing nature of markets. In
order for companies to keep up, they will need to embark on new wave marketing to ride the wave
of opportunities provided by the changes in the environment, such as the digital revolution.This
is critical all over the world, but none more so than in Asia. Asia is not only the world's
biggest market, but also the fastest growing. It is therefore essential for marketers to
understand the dynamics of Asian companies and what they have to offer to the wider world. This
book analyzes competitive companies from 18 Asian countries that have successfully practiced new
wave marketing and in so doing, provide invaluable lessons that others may find useful.
Comprehensive case studies are used not only to describe how some of Asia's best companies
compete, but also to analyze the concepts of new wave marketing their actions are based on. This
book is unique in its depth and breadth of cases, from companies in the ASEAN region to Northeast Asia, including Mongolia and SAARC.The authors of this book, Professor Philip Kotler,
arguably the Father of Modern Marketing, Hermawan Kartajaya from Indonesia, and Hooi Den Huan
from Singapore, are all experts in their field and have previously produced other bestsellers.
This book, with its focus on real life examples of competitive Asian companies in the age of
digitalization, complements the principles and theoretical frameworks of new wave marketing that
are detailed in its sister book, Marketing for Competitiveness. Together, these books provide a
comprehensive picture of the changing Asian marketing landscape.
How a Young Airline Made it Possible for Everyone to Fly and Became a Runaway Success
Interavia
How to be Brave in Business and Win
A Practitioners Companion
Malaysia Bagus!
The Untold Story

Walt Rakowich brings a real-world perspective to leadership that s based on experience, not just theory. Walt was CEO
of Prologis, the world s largest owner of industrial warehouses and a critical partner to companies distributing
products throughout the global supply chain. The company was near bankruptcy when Walt took over at the height of
the Great Recession. While leading Prologis back to prominence, and in the years since, Walt realized leaders today
must lean into timeless values and principles, but with a fresh perspective on the new realities of our leadership
climates. The modern leadership environment exists at the convergence of three distinct and dynamic climates: the
climates of access, diversity, and acceleration. On their own or in the aggregate, these climates produce significant
opportunities and tensions that will challenge leaders for generations. With a fundamental understanding of these
climates, leaders develop a selfless approach that withstands the toughest storms. Transfluence shows leaders how they
can have transformative influence by overcoming their fears and pride, building transparency into their leadership,
developing a strong core of authentic values, and passionately pursuing a meaningful purpose. When leaders do this,
they seize opportunities, embrace challenges, and make their organizations and communities greater than ever.
'I surprised myself the first time I fully articulated the words "I'm starting a bank"' BANKING ON IT is the first-hand
account of one woman's quest to rebuild Britain's broken banking system. After a lengthy career at the top of some of
Britain's leading banks Anne Boden had become disillusioned with the status quo - the financial crash had broken trust
in the whole sector but there seemed to be little appetite to make the most of emerging technologies to revolutionise
customer experience. Increasingly frustrated with the inertia within the industry she decided to shake things up herself
by doing something totally radical - setting up her own bank. In this awe-inspiring story Anne reveals how she broke
through bureaucracy, tackled prejudice and successfully countered widespread suspicion to realise her vision for the
future of consumer banking. She fulfilled that dream by founding Starling, the winner of Best British Bank at the British
Bank Awards 2018 and in doing so has triggered a new movement that is revolutionising the entire banking industry.
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Where was your soul before you were born? If your soul is immortal, did it have a "life" prior to birth? Did you choose
your life and parents? Is reincarnation real? Elizabeth and Neil Carman, the authors of Cosmic Cradle, address these
questions through interviews with adults and children who report pre-birth experiences (PBEs) not based on regression,
hypnosis, or drugs. Instead, interviewees recall their pre-birth existence completely sober and awake. In contrast to neardeath experiences (NDEs), which have been well documented to show us what the soul experiences after death, PBEs
throw light upon our lives before birth. People with NDEs sense that they "return home" when their spirits cross to the
other side. What is the nature of this place we "return" to? PBEs suggest that we come from the same place we return
to: we come from the Light and return to the Light. The same eternal "you" progresses through life before life, human
life, and life after death. This new edition of Cosmic Cradle explores your soul's journey into your mother's
womb--where your soul comes from, the origin and purpose of your life, and the process by which you entered an
earthly body. In pre-birth communications, parents meet a soul seeking to cross over from the heavenly realm to human
birth. Persons with pre-birth memories recall existence in a luminous world before birth, in which they preview the
upcoming life with a Divine Planner, and recall how they journeyed to their mothers' wombs. Contents Foreword by
Bernie Siegel, MD Introduction: Amnesia of Our Spiritual Origins Part One: Pre-Birth Memory 1. Children as Messengers
2. Memories of the Cosmic Cradle 3. I Was in Your Tummy Twice 4. Scanning Soul Plans: Contemporary Pre-Birth
Memories 5. Welcome to Planet Earth 6. Shirley Temple and the Blue Bird 7. Our Soul as a Tiny Spaceship 8. I Saw All
My Costumes Part Two: Pre-Birth Communications 9. Souls Waiting in the Wings for Birth 10. Soul as a Sphere of Light
11. Cosmic Conception 12. Miscarriages and Stillbirths in the Light of Pre-Birth Plans 13. Conversations with Unborn
Children Part Three: Pre-Birth Wisdom down through History 14. Spirit-Children Down Under 15. Lodge of the Great
Manitou 16. The Cosmic Designer 17. Travelers from the Light 18. Journey from Forgetting to Remembering From the
Trade Paperback edition.
When starting new airlines in response to government deregulation, entrepreneurs in the U.S. and Europe reduced
some traditional service qualities (to reduce costs), concentrated on non-stop services between city pairs not already so
connected, improved on-time performance, and offered low fares to win leisure travelers from the incumbents and to
encourage more travel. In recent developments, some of the new airlines have offered optional extras (at higher fares)
to attract business travelers and entered major routes alongside the legacy carriers. Within both the U.S. and Europe,
deregulation removed most geographical barriers to expansion by short-haul airlines. Later, limited deregulation spread
to other world regions, where many short-haul routes connect city pairs in different countries, and where governments
have retained traditional two-country mechanisms restricting who may fly. To gain access to domestic routes in other
countries, some new airlines are setting up affiliate companies in neighboring countries, with each company legally
controlled in the country of domicile. With air travel growing strongly, especially in Asia, a common result is intense,
but potentially short-lived, competition on major routes. The recent developments give clear signposts to likely midterm outcomes, and make this an opportune time to report on the new-airline scene. The Airline Revolution will provide
valuable economic analysis of this climate to students, airline professionals advancing to senior positions, public
servants and others who provide advice to governments.
Spiritual Dimensions of Life before Birth
Marketing Cases from Emerging Markets
The AirAsia Story
The Internet of Things, revised and updated edition
Asian Competitors: Marketing For Competitiveness In The Age Of Digital Consumers
Candy Series - Starstruck!: Fandom
A new approach to learning the principles of management, MGMT 3 is the third Asia–Pacific edition of a proven, innovative solution to enhance
the learning experience. Concise yet complete coverage supported by a suite of online learning aids equips students with the tools required to
successfully undertake an introductory management course. Paving a new way to both teach and learn, MGMT 3 is designed to truly connect with
today's busy, tech-savvy student. Students have access to online interactive quizzing, videos, podcasts, flashcards, case studies, games and more.
An accessible, easy-to-read text along with tear out review cards completes a package which helps students to learn important concepts faster.
MGMT 3 delivers a fresh approach to give students what they need and want in a text.
This book “The Global Journey of an Asian” is a story of hope, courage, determination and learning the lessons of entrepreneurial life. This book
is about defining your own success, knowing where you want to go and also being flexible and allowing life to take you in the unexpected
directions, connecting passion to purpose, understanding strengths, being resilient and most importantly continuing to learn. Dr Palan explores the
lessons and gifts of his extraordinary entrepreneurial journey in this inspiring book.
From the steamy highlands and sapphire watered islands of Sabah and Sarawak, to the mesmerising mosques and mysticism of the Sultanate of
Brunei, the island of Borneo is a wonder world of colourful tribal cultures, exotic rainforest creatures. Straddling the Equator, and swept in by
various Seas and Straits, it is home to the orang-utan, long-nosed beer-bellied proboscis monkeys, and otherworldly carnivorous plants straight
out of Lord of the Rings. The latest edition of the Bradt Travel Guide to Borneo provides fully updated insider information for touring the island
including regional capitals, rural outposts and National Parks.
The well-respected author team strike the ideal balance between the latest academic theory and real-world practice, making this the most applied
SHRM textbook written in an eminently student-friendly format.
It Doesn't Hurt to be Nice!
How I Disrupted an Industry
An Asian Perspective
Justice in the Wilderness
The Airline Revolution
Banking on It
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A traditional favorite, the NIV Children's Bible is a full-text Bible for kids with color illustrations
of key Bible stories.
It’s hard to understand Asia. Glimpses of it can be gained by giving in to the sensations it arouses,
without trying too hard to find an explanation. Like meditation, following the flow of the breath. This
is still a place of hidden, if not invisible, presences that can rise up or be generated by the breath
of wind, or dissolve the thoughts you had in your mind like wisps of cloud vanishing on the breeze. In
that instant, sensations and intuitions often take the shape of a symbol.
Kiara is a dynamic, thirty-something girl who has reached great heights professionally, and is the apple
of the eye for almost everyone who knows her. But she never took any short cuts to become happier,
wiser, healthier and more compassionate. She had to find rays of hope where the dark tunnel seemed
unending, and identify shade in life's burning path. She found little pearls of wisdom in chasing her
dreams, in spreading laughter, in learning from scriptures and philosophers, and even at one point in
almost ending her life. More than Kiara's story and the wisdom she achieves through the various dramatic
and hilarious experiences, this book is a motion picture with you in the lead role. You as the 'hero'
who can beat the most stubborn of villains — most of which lie deep within us…our fear, unkindness,
selfish interests, negative thoughts and jealousy. You as the 'heroine' who is sharp and witty in
talking, selfless and caring in love, and charming and beautiful inside out, like none other (perhaps a
2.0 version of you). Walk with Kiara to find a better you, because It Doesn't Hurt to be Nice.
'What a life. Tony Fernandes has accomplished amazing things - and who's to say what he can go on to
achieve?' Sir Richard Branson The inspiring story of business hero and Apprentice Asia star Tony
Fernandes As a boy, Tony Fernandes wanted to be a pilot, a footballer or a racing driver. By 2011 he'd
gone one better: founding his own airline and his own formula one team, and becoming Chairman of Queens
Park Rangers, helping them reach the Premier League again after a 15-year absence from the top flight.
Flying High is the memoir of an exceptional business leader; the man who created Asia's first budget
airline, democratizing air travel in Asia and building AirAsia into a multi-billion-dollar company in
the process. Published as Tony returns as the face of the second series of Apprentice Asia, this
inspiring personal story will be a major global publishing event. Tony Fernandes studied at Epsom
College, UK, and the London School of Accoutancy. He worked for Virgin Communications and Warner Music
before acquiring AirAsia and relaunching it as Asia's first low-cost carrier in 2001/2. He is currently
Group CEO of AirAsia, Chairman of QPR football club and owner of the Caterham F1 team. Tony has been
awarded a CBE, titled twice by the King of Malaysia and awarded the Legion d'Honneur by the French
government. He has also received awards from major business media outlets including theInternational
Herald Tribune, Business Times, Business Week, Fast Company and Forbes.
Demystifying Digital Transformation
Flying Blind
Travels From My Homeland
My Story: From AirAsia to QPR
The Story of a Female Pilot who was Three Times More Fighting Spirit Than a Male Pilot
Text and Cases Edition
A guided tour of the rapidly evolving networked world of connected devices, objects, and people that is
changing the way we live and work. Since the publication of the original edition of this volume in the
MIT Press Essential Knowledge series, the Internet of Things (IoT) has evolved from a novelty (look! my
phone connects to my lamp!) to a mainstream technology framework that we rely on every day to accomplish
many tasks. This revised and updated edition reports on the latest developments in this rapidly evolving
networked world of connected devices, objects, and people that is changing the way we live and work.
Business and technology writer Samuel Greengard takes us on a guided tour of the IoT, describing smart
lightbulbs, sensors in phones that trigger earthquake warnings, 3D headsets that connect users to
business expos through completely immersive virtual reality environments, and more. He offers a clear
explanation of the technology that builds and manages the IoT and examines the growing array of consumer
devices now available, from smart door locks to augmented reality fitting rooms. Greengard also shows
how the IoT is part of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, which is transforming business through smart
manufacturing, end-to-end supply chain visibility, integrated artificial intelligence, and much more. He
considers risks associated with the IoT, including threats to free speech, growing inequality, and an
increase in cybercrime. Finally, he takes a look at the future of a hyperconnected world and what it
means to people and human interaction.
This book provides a state-of-the-art overview of the changes and development of the civil international
aircraft/aviation industry. It offers a fully up-to-date account of the international developments and
structure in the aircraft and aviation industries from a number of perspectives, which include economic,
geographical, political and technological points of view. The aircraft industry is characterized by very
complex, high technology products produced in relatively small quantities. The high-technology
requirements necessitate a high level of R&D. In no other industry is it more of inter-dependence and
cross-fertilisation of advanced technology. Consequently, most of the world’s large aircraft companies
and technology leaders have been located in Europe and North America. During the last few decades many
developing countries have tried to build up an internationally competitive aircraft industry. The
authors study a number of important issues including the political economy of the aircraft industry,
globalization in this industry, innovation, newly industrializing economies and the aircraft industry.
This book also explores regional and large aircraft, transformation of the aviation industry in Central
and Eastern Europe, including engines, airlines, airports and airline safety. It will be of great value
to students and to researchers seeking information on the aircraft industry and its development in
different regions.
A strategy text on value creation with case studies The ninth edition of Contemporary Strategy Analysis:
Text and Cases focuses on the fundamentals of value creation with an emphasis on practicality. Topics in
this edition include: platform-based competition and ecosystems of related industries; the role of
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strategy making processes; mergers, acquisitions and alliances; and strategy implementation. Within the
twenty case studies, students will find leading companies that are familiar to them. This strategy
analysis text is suitable for MBA and advanced undergraduate students.
In today’s world, ‘change’ is the only ‘constant’ factor. In the last few decades, there has been a
radical change in how organizations function. To survive in this highly volatile environment, companies
need a long-term strategic vision and thinking. In light of this, ‘strategic management’ has become a
significant topic and is taught as the core subject in MBA/PGDM programmes in Indian universities and
business schools. This is a book written in the context of the Indian business environment but with a
global orientation. It is comprehensive and contemporary in its approach.
The Report: Malaysia 2012
Space, Time, and the Freedom of the Sky
Strategic Human Resource Management
The Routledge Companion to Performance Management and Control
Flying High
The Global Journey of an Asian: The Entrepreneurial Journey of a Complete Outsider
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